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A B S T R A C T   

Based on the prior work of Chahl and Gopalakrishnan (2019) to infer particle-ion collision time 
distributions using a Langevin Dynamics (LD) approach, we develop a model for the non- 
dimensional particle-ion diffusion charging collision kernel βi or H that is applicable for 0 � ΨE �

60; 0 � Ψ I
ΨE

� 1; KnD � 2000 (defined in the main text). The developed model for βi for attractive 
Coulomb and image potential interactions, along with the model for βi for repulsive Coulomb and 
image potential interactions from Gopalakrishnan, Thajudeen, Ouyang, and Hogan (2013b), is 
tested against published diffusion charging experimental data. Current state of the art charging 
models, Fuchs (1963) and Wiedensohler (1988) regression for bipolar charging, are also evalu-
ated and discussed. Comparisons reveal that the LD-based model accurately describes unipolar 
fractions for 10 – 100 nm particles measured in air (Adachi, Kousaka, & Okuyama, 1985), ni-
trogen and argon but not in helium (Adachi, Okuyama, Kousaka, Kozuru, & Pui, 1987). Fuchs 
model and the LD-based model yield similar predictions in the experimental conditions consid-
ered, except in helium. In the case of bipolar charging, the LD-based model captures the exper-
imental trends quantitatively (within �20%) across the entire size range of 4 – 40 nm producing 
superior agreement than Wiedensohler’s regression. The latter systematically underpredicts 
charge fraction below e20 nm in air (by up to 40%) for the data presented in Adachi et al. (1985). 
Comparison with the data of Gopalakrishnan, McMurry, and Hogan (2015), obtained in UHP air 
along with measurements of the entire ion mass-mobility distribution, shows excellent agreement 
with the predictions of the LD-based model. This demonstrates the capability to accommodate 
arbitrary ion populations in any background gas, when such data is available. Wiedensohler’s 
regression, derived for bipolar charging in air using average ion mass-mobility, also describes the 
data reasonably well in the conditions examined. However, both models failed to capture the 
fraction of singly and doubly charged particles in carbon dioxide warranting further investigation.   

1. Introduction 

Electric charge significantly influences the growth, electrostatic drift and collective behavior of particles suspended in a gas. Ac-
curate determination of aerosol particle charge distribution is necessary to describe aerosol dynamics (Gelbard, Tambour, & Seinfeld, 
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List of symbols (in order of appearance) 

Ri Particle charging rate 
βi Particle-ion collision kernel 
np Particle number concentration 
ni Ion number concentration 
zp Particle elementary charge 
zi Ion elementary charge 
Ni Nominal ion number concentration in experiments 
t Nominal residence time of particles in a unipolar charger housing 
Nit Unipolar charging parameter reported in experiments 
niþ Positive ion number concentration 
ni� Negative ion number concentration 
mþ Molar mass of positive ion 
Zþ Positive ion mobility 
m� Molar mass of negative ion 
Z� negative ion mobility 
dp Particle diameter 
ap Particle radius 
mi Mass of an individual ion 
Tg Gas temperature 
r* Distance 
ϕ*ðr*Þ Electrostatic potential energy 
e ¼ 1:602 � 10�19 C Electronic charge 
εo ¼ 8:85 � 10�12 F

m Permittivity of vacuum 
kB ¼ 1:38 � 10�23 J

K Boltzmann constant 
εr Particle material dielectric constant 
r Non-dimensional distance 
ϕðrÞ Non-dimensional electrostatic potential energy 
ΨE Non-dimensional Coulomb potential energy 
Ψ I Non-dimensional image potential energy 
ηc Continuum enhancement factor 
ηf Free molecular enhancement factor 
fi Ion friction factor 
Di Ion diffusion coefficient 
μi Ion electrical mobility 
H Non-dimensional collision kernel 
KnD Diffusive Knudsen number 
HHS Hard sphere non-dimensional collision kernel 
μ Location parameter 
A; B; C; k Regression fit constants that appear in eq. 8b 
HLD H inferred from Langevin Dynamics (LD) simulations 
Heq:7 H calculated using eq. 7 
Heq:8 H calculated using eq. 8 
Heq:11 H calculated using eq. 11 
p Particle charge 
fp Fraction of particles carrying p charges 
βp;þ Collision kernel for collisions between a particle of diameter dp carrying p charges and positive ions 
βp;� Collision kernel for collisions between a particle of diameter dpcarrying p charges and negative ions 
POS Count of distinct positive charging ions 
NEG Count of distinct negative charging ions 
θiþ Relative abundance of the ith positive ion 
θk� Relative abundance of the kth negative ion 
Rp→pþ1 Rate of charging reaction that increases particle charge by 1 
Rp→p�1 Rate of charging reaction that decreases particle charge by 1 
nTþ Total concentration of positive ions in a bipolar environment 
nT� Total concentration of negative ions in a bipolar environment 
βp;� Collision kernel for particle carrying p charges and a � ion calculated using average ion mass-mobility 
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1979; In; Jeong & Choi, 2001; McMurry, 2000; Wu & Flagan, 1988) as well as for the inversion of particle electrical mobility data to 
infer measures of equivalent mobility size (Hagen & Alofs, 1983; Hogan, Li, Chen, & Biswas, 2009). The charging rate of particles Ri is 
evaluated as the product of the particle-ion collision kernel/collision rate coefficient/attachment coefficient βi, the particle number 
concentration np and the ion number concentration ni (i. e.) Ri ¼ βinpni. In this article we focus on the theoretical description of βi for 
diffusion charging – the attachment of molecular ions driven by electrostatic forces and thermal diffusion (Brownian motion) on to 
aerosol particles. Within the ambit of diffusion charging of particles, we exclude effect of external electric fields (Brock, 1970b; Brock 
& Wu, 1973; Fjeld, Gauntt, & McFarland, 1981; Hwang & Daily, 1992; Kirsch & Zagnit’ko, 1990; Liu & Yeh, 1968; Marquard, Meyer, & 
Kasper, 2007; Unger, Boulaud, & Borra, 2004) and magnetic fields (Chang & Ono, 1987), high ion concentration (Adachi, Okuyama, 
Kousaka, Kozuru, & Pui, 1989; Marquard et al., 2007), and charging by direct impact of free electrons (O’Hara, Clements, Finney, & 
Davis, 1989; Romay & Pui, 1992; Ziemann, Kittelson, & McMurry, 1996; Ziemann, Liu, Kittelson, & McMurry, 1995) as beyond our 
scope here. We restrict our scope to the unipolar and bipolar diffusion charging of spherical aerosol particles and defer the consid-
eration of particle shape (Biskos, Reavell, & Collings, 2005; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013a, 2013b, 2015; Oh, Park, & Kim, 2004; Rogak 
& Flagan, 1992; Unger et al., 2004) to future investigations. 

Aerosol particle charging, by virtue of the sub-μm length scales, takes place in the transition regime (Thajudeen, Gopalakrishnan, & 
Hogan, 2012) of ion transport wherein an ion’s motion is significantly influenced by both diffusional motion (at large particle-ion 
separations) and inertial motion (in the immediate vicinity of the particle). To capture the potential energy driven collisions of 
ions with particles in the presence of background gas, development of theoretical approaches to calculate βi for diffusion charging has 
received significant attention in prior work (Bricard, 1962; Chahl & Gopalakrishnan, 2019; D’Yachkov, Khrapak, Khrapak, & Morfill, 
2007; Fuchs, 1963; Gatti & Kortshagen, 2008; Gopalakrishnan & Hogan, 2012; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2015; Gopalakrishnan et al., 
2013a; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013b; Hoppel & Frick, 1986; Lopez-Yglesias & Flagan, 2013; Lushnikov & Kulmala, 2004; Marlow, 
1980; Ouyang, Gopalakrishnan, & Hogan, 2012; Sharma, Wang, Chakrabarty, & Biswas, 2019). Currently, the most widely used 
models of diffusion charging (Fuchs, 1963; Hoppel & Frick, 1986) are credited to the limiting sphere paradigm of Bricard (1962) and 
Fuchs (1963) and the variants therein (D’Yachkov et al., 2007; Hoppel & Frick, 1986; Lopez-Yglesias & Flagan, 2013; Lushnikov & 
Kulmala, 2004; Marlow, 1980; Sharma et al., 2019). βi predicted by the limiting sphere approach has been numerously used to 
calculate charge distributions in the field of aerosol science and forms the basis of the widely used regression for bipolar charging 
developed by Wiedensohler (1988). The limiting sphere model, that calculates βi by equating the continuum and free molecular fluxes 
of ions at the surface of a fictious limiting sphere around the particle, has been subjected to extensive experimental scrutiny (Adachi 
et al., 1985; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2015; Hussin, Scheibel, Becker, & Porstend€orfer, 1983; Liu & Pui, 1974; Porstendorfer, Hussin, 
Scheibel, & Becker, 1984; Reischl et al., 1983, 1996; Stober, Schleicher, & Burtscher, 1991; Wiedensohler, Lutkemeier, Feldpausch, & 
Helsper, 1986; Wiedensohler & Fissan, 1988) in which reasonable agreement was obtained. However, a closer examination of the 
validation efforts suggest that in all of these cited studies (except the work of Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015)), the ion properties required 
to calculate βi using the limiting sphere approach has been taken from empirical correlations (Mohnen, 1974; Vohra, Subbaramu, & 
Vaseduvam, 1969) for ambient ions or have been chosen to match the experimental data to produce agreement. In addition to 
experimental validation, inter-comparison of the limiting sphere models (D’Yachkov et al., 2007; Fuchs, 1963) against in-silico 
computer experiments that use a Langevin equation of motion (Chandrasekhar, 1943) to simulate dilute particle-ion collisions in 
the presence of a background gas has revealed several inconsistencies in the assumptions behind limiting sphere models. Gopa-
lakrishnan and Hogan (2012) and Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013b) showed that the improper treatment of the ion’s velocity and impact 

f0 Fraction of neutral particles 
1 �f0 Fraction of charged particles 
Pp¼∞

p>0
fp Sum of positive charged fractions 

Pp<0

p¼�∞
fp Sum of negatively charged fractions 

δ; λ; ηl; α; bmin Parameters that appear in eq. 11 
dpðnmÞ Particle diameter in nm 
aiðpÞ Coefficients that appear in eq. (12) listed in Sec. S6, SI 
ð�Þexp Experimentally measured quantity 
ð�Þeq: X; V Quantity calculated using Vohra’s ion properties in eq. X 
ð�Þeq:X; M Quantity calculated using Mohnen’s ion properties in eq. X 
ð�Þeq:12 Quantity calculated using eq. 12 
< p > Particle mean charge 
UHP air Ultra-high purity air 
fp¼þ1
fp¼þ2 

Ratio of singly to doubly charged particles of positive polarity 
fp¼�1
fp¼�2 

Ratio of singly to doubly charged particles of negative polarity 
fp¼�1
fp¼þ1 

Ratio of negatively charged to positively charged particles carrying one elementary charge 
fp¼�2
fp¼þ2 

Ratio of negatively charged particles to positively charged particles carrying two elementary charges  
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parameter distributions at the surface of the limiting sphere leads to the underprediction of βi in instances where the particle-ion 
potential energy is much higher than the thermal energy (for example, collision between multiply like/unlike charged particle and 
an ion). They also showed that even at low pressures (where inertial effects are dominant), sparse ion-neutral gas molecule collisions 
can contribute to increased ion flux or βi by several orders of magnitude. This effect was neglected by Fuchs (1963) and later accounted 
for by Hoppel and Frick (1986) by considering a single ion-neutral collision inside the limiting sphere. Chahl and Gopalakrishnan 
(2019) further showed that limiting sphere approach consistently under-predicts βi for high potential, near free molecular regime 
attractive Coulombic collisions, typical of highly charged particles at low pressures or singly charged sub-20 nm particles at atmo-
spheric or low pressure. Lastly, the usage of Wiedensohler’s parameterization of bipolar charge distributions using average ion 
properties in ambient air and limiting sphere model-derived βi values needs to be re-evaluated as well against experiments and the 
predictions of competing approaches. Ion mass-mobility distributions are often approximated using average ion properties to be used 
in the calculation of βi. The usage of tandem ion mobility spectrometry and mass spectrometry has allowed the measurement of the 
complete ion mass-mobility distributions (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013a, 2015; Maißer, Thomas, Larriba-Andaluz, He, & Hogan, 2015). 
The incorporation of mass-mobility distributions to capture the contribution of multiple types of positive and negative ions to particle 
charging has not been examined in prior work. The usage of Wiedensohler (1988) model in gases other than air, charge estimation of 
sub-100 nm particles and the usage of limiting sphere approach for unipolar charge distribution calculations needs to reevaluated in 
unison. 

An alternate approach to the limiting sphere model is through the use of Langevin Dynamics (LD) trajectory simulations develop 
models of βi that parameterize the effect of pure Coulombic interactions (Chahl & Gopalakrishnan, 2019; Gopalakrishnan & Hogan, 
2012), screened Coulombic interactions (Chahl & Gopalakrishnan, 2019), singular-contact image potential interactions between a 
neutral particle and an ion (Ouyang et al., 2012), and the effect of particle shape on unipolar diffusion charging (Gopalakrishnan et al., 
2013b). LD has also been used to predict the steady state bipolar charge distribution on aerosol particles (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013a) 
and grains suspended in dusty plasmas (Vaulina, Repin, & Petrov, 2006) without an explicit model for the collision kernel βi. 
Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013b) developed an expression for βi that includes the effect of the combined repulsive Coulomb and image 
potential interactions between a like charged particle and ion encountered during unipolar diffusion charging. However, an analogous 
model that includes the effect of the combined attractive Coulomb and image potential interactions between an unlike charged particle 
and ion encountered in bipolar diffusion charging was not developed (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013a, 2015; Gopalakrishnan & Hogan, 
2012). Recently, Chahl and Gopalakrishnan (2019), by analyzing the particle-ion collision time distribution from Langevin-inferred 
trajectories, parameterized the collision kernel βi to describe the particle-ion attractive Coulombic interactions for a wide range of 
particle-ion electrostatic potential energy to thermal energy ratios (up to 60) and particle-ion diffusive Knudsen number (that pa-
rameterizes the ratio of the ion’s mean persistence path to the particle size, up to 2000). These parameter ranges cover aerosol bipolar 
charging conditions for a wide space of particle size, gas pressure and ion mass-mobility combinations. Although the contribution of 
image potential diminishes for highly charged particles (

�
�zp
�
� >> 1), diffusion charging of sub-micron aerosols in typical conditions 

lead to particle absolute charge levels �10e�(Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013a; Wiedensohler, 1988) and warrants an accurate accounting 
of the image potential interactions for aerosol charging (Brock, 1970a; Filippov, 1993). Building on the methods of Chahl and 
Gopalakrishnan (2019), the first objective of this article is to extend their particle-ion collision kernel model to include the combined 
attractive Coulomb and image potential interactions between an unlike charged particle and ion (that is encountered in bipolar 

Table 1a 
Summary of unipolar charging published experiments.  

Reference Experimental parameters 

Liu, Whitby, and Yu (1967)  � 1:35 μm and 0:65 μm di-octyl phthalate particles  

� Nite105 s
cm3 �3 � 107 s

cm3  

� Gas pressure 0:0311 – 0:96 atm  
Liu and Pui (1977)  � 0:1 – 5:04 μm oleic acid particles  

� Nite2:56 � 106 s
cm3 �5:1 � 107 s

cm3  

Kirsch and Zagnit’Ko (1981)  � 0:043 – 0:73 μm particles  

� Nite105 s
cm3 �3 � 107 s

cm3  

Davison, Hwang, Wang, and Gentry (1985) and Hwang, Gentry, and Davison 
(1986)  

� 18 nm, 24 nm, 32 nm, 42 nm silver aerosol particles  

� Nite107 s
cm3  

Pui, Fruin, and McMurry (1988)  � 0:004 – 0:075 μm NaCl and silver particles  

� Nite3 � 106 s
cm3 �1 � 107 s

cm3  

Romay, Pui, and Adachi (1991)  � 10 – 50 nm NaCl particles  
� 0:2 – 0:5 atm gas pressure  

Adachi et al. (1985) and Adachi et al. (1987) (used for model evaluation in this 
study)  

� 4 – 100 nm of zinc chloride and di-2-ethyl hexyl sebacate particles, 
DEHS  

� Background gases (air, helium, argon, nitrogen)   
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diffusion charging). The βi expression described in this article, when combined with the βi model that captures the combined repulsive 
Coulomb and image potential interactions described in Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013b), provides a complete set of particle-ion collision 
kernel βi expressions for both attractive and repulsive Coulombic interactions, while also accounting for attractive image potential 
interactions. The second objective of this article is to compare the charge distribution predictions of the bipolar βi model described here 
and unipolar βi model described in Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013b) against published experimentally observed charge distributions in 
unipolar diffusion charging (Adachi et al., 1985, 1987) and bipolar diffusion charging (Adachi et al., 1985; Gopalakrishnan et al., 
2015). Comparisons are also carried out with Fuchs’ model (1963) and Wiedensohler’s (1988) regression to ascertain which of the 
approaches produces better agreement with experiments and offers a robust approach to charge distribution calculation. 

Table 1–A and 1-B summarize prior experimental diffusion charging studies. To test the collision kernel βi developed by Gopa-
lakrishnan et al. (2013b), we elect to re-analyze the unipolar charge distribution data reported by Adachi et al. (1985) and Adachi et al. 
(1987), that consists of an exhaustive dataset of unipolar diffusion charging by varying the particle size and background gas, along 
with the ion properties used. To test the collision kernel βi developed in this article, we elect to re-analyze the bipolar charge dis-
tribution data reported by Adachi et al. (1985) and Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015). Using tandem ion mobility spectrometry-mass 
spectrometry, Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015) simultaneously measured the ion mass and mobility distributions of the charging ions 
generated by the bipolar charger used in that study. Detailed mobility-mass distributions were published along with the charge 
fractions of nominally 50 nm and 70 nm spherical gold particles as well as cylindrical gold particle of length to diameter ratio ~2 to 15. 
We carry out calculations of reported measured quantities using the values of ion mass and mobility, particle size and gas temperature 
and pressure from the same studies. Adachi et al. (1985) used two sets of ion properties (from Mohnen (1974) and Vohra et al. (1969)) 
to calculate theoretical expectations. We follow the same approach and calculate two sets of predictions corresponding to Mohnen 
(1974) and Vohra et al. (1969) as well. Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015) reported detailed tables of the mass and mobility of the ions found 
in their charger housing. We use the entire distribution to calculate the charging of particle by multiple singly charged positive and 
negative ions. For unipolar charging, Fuchs (1963) is used to compute βi necessary for charge distribution determination and for 
bipolar charging, the regression Wiedensohler (1988) will be used to calculate charge distribution directly for evaluation against 
experimental data. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: The Methods section presents a theoretical analysis of ion transport onto an 
aerosol particle and specifically discusses the dependence of the same on particle, ion and background gas properties. The collision 
kernel βi model developed by Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013b) is briefly described. Subsequently, the βi model development for combined 
attractive Coulomb and image potential based on the methods of Chahl and Gopalakrishnan (2019) is described. Subsequently, the 
calculation of expected aerosol particle unipolar and bipolar charge fractions for each of the experimental datasets is described along 
with the equations of Fuchs’ model (1963) and Wiedensohler’s (1988) regression. The comparison between experiments and pre-
dictions (of LD-based βi model and other models) are discussed in the Results and Discussion, followed by the Conclusions from this 
study. The Supplemental Information (SI) published along with this article presents regression equations of the developed model, 
additional figures and tables to support the discussion in the main text. 

2. Methods 

Theoretical analysis: The collision between a spherical aerosol particle and an ion may be abstracted as the collision between a 
spherical collector of radius ap and a point mass (of mass mi and zero radius). Thus, the presented analysis may be used to describe the 
charging of particles with size >2 nm interacting with molecular ions in the gas-phase. The particles and ions are suspended in a 

Table 1b 
Summary of bipolar charging published experiments.  

Reference Experimental parameters 

Hussin et al. (1983), Porstend€orfer et al. (1984)  � 4 – 30 nm di-2-ethylhexyl-sebacate (DEHS) particles  
� Bipolar ions generated by the ionization of gas-phase species by α-particles originating from 

Am-241.  
Adachi et al. (1985) (used for model evaluation in 

this study)  
� 45 – 80 nm zinc chloride and DEHS particles  
� Bipolar ions generated by the ionization of gas-phase species by α-particles originating from 

Am-241.  
Wiedensohler and Fissan (1988)  � 5 – 100 nm sodium chloride and silver particles in high purity argon and nitrogen  
Stober et al. (1991)  � 28 – 55 nm silver, carbon and NaCl particles in argon and neon  

� Arþ and free electrons involved in charging  
Reischl et al. (1996)  � 2:3 – 10 nm WOx particles in air  

� fixed positive ion mass and mobility (mþ ¼ 200 amu; Zþ ¼ 1:33
cm2

V:s
) and negative ion mass 

and mobility (m� ¼ 100 amu; Z� ¼ 1:84
cm2

V:s
).  

Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015) (used for model 
evaluation in this study)  

� 51:5 nm and 73:2 nm gold particles  
� Ions generated by ionization using a Po-210 source  
� Ion mass-mobility distribution measured along with aerosol charge fractions   
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background gas at a common temperature of Tg. The particle concentration np and the ion concentrations ni� are assumed to be dilute 
such that the average inter-particle spacing (n�1=3

p ) and average inter-ion spacing (n�1=3
i� Þ are much greater than the particle-ion 

interaction length scale (i. e.) the particle radius (n�1=3
p ; n�1=3

i� >> ap). This allows us the calculation of the particle-ion collision 
kernel βi from binary interactions of the particle and ion in the presence of background gas molecules. Both the particle and ion interact 
with the background gas molecules via collisions that manifest as diffusion and stochastic Brownian motion of these suspended entities 
(Chandrasekhar, 1943). The electrostatic potential energy ϕ*ðr*Þ between the particle and ion comprise of Coulombic potential and the 
polarization-induced image potential as a function of the separation r* (Jackson, 1975): 

ϕ*ðr*Þ ¼
zpzie2

4πεor* �
εr �1
εr þ 1

z2
i e2

4πεo

a3
p

2r* 2
�

r* 2 �a2
p

� (1a)  

The thermal energy of the ion (quantified by kBTg) and the electrostatic potential energy ϕðr*Þ together influence the ion flux collected 
by the spherical particle. The interaction energy (eq. (1a)) is scaled in units of the thermal energy kBTg, distance in terms of the particle 
radius ap and may be compactly expressed as: 

ϕðrÞ ¼
ϕ*ðr*Þ

kBTg
¼ �

ΨE

r
�

ΨI

2r2ðr2 �1Þ
(1b)  

ΨEand Ψ I are the electrostatic potential energy to thermal energy ratios associated with the Coulomb and image potential interactions, 
respectively, defined as: 

ΨE ¼ �
zpzie2

4πεokBTgap
(2a)  

ΨI ¼
εr �1
εr þ 1

z2
i e2

4πεokBTgap
(2b)  

By definition, ΨE > 0 represents unlike charged particle-ion interaction (attraction) and ΨE < 0 denotes like charged particle-ion 
interaction (repulsion). ΨE ¼ 0 is the interaction between a neutral particle and ion. The image potential interaction is always 
attractive (Jackson, 1975) and Ψ I > 0. We consider only ions that are singly charged zi ¼ �1, Ψ I � jΨEj and conducting particles (εr ¼

∞) but our analysis may be readily extended to non-conducting particles as well (finite εr). 
In the continuum regime of ion transport, which is valid in the limit of the mean persistence path (Dawes & Sceats, 1988; 

Gopalakrishnan & Hogan, 2011; Sceats, 1986; Thajudeen et al., 2012) of the ion being much smaller than the particle radius, collision 
kernel βi is well described by the equations of continuum mass transfer (Friedlander, 2000; Fuchs, 1963): 

βi ¼ 4π kBTg

fi
apηcðΨE; ΨIÞ (3a)  

ηcðΨE; ΨIÞ ¼

�Z ∞

1

1
r2 expðϕðrÞÞdr

��1

(3b)  

fiis the ion friction factor related to the infinite-dilution diffusion coefficient Di via the Stokes-Einstein relation as fi ¼
kBTg
Di 

or obtained 
from the low-field ion mobility μi as fi ¼ zie

μi 
(Friedlander, 2000). ηcðΨE; Ψ IÞ is the continuum enhancement factor that accounts for the 

contribution of potential interactions (eq. (1b)) to βi in addition to diffusional transport. In the opposite regime of vacuum or ballistic 
transport of ions, wherein the ion mean persistence path is much longer compared to the particle size, gas kinetic theory has been 

employed to deduce βi in terms of the ion’s mean thermal speed 
�

8kBTg
πmi

�1=2 
and particle-ion mass transfer cross-section (Allen, 1992; 

Mott-Smith & Langmuir, 1926; Vincenti & Kruger, 1975): 

βi ¼

�
8kBTg

πmi

�1=2

πa2
pηf ðΨE; ΨIÞ (4)  

Analogous to the continuum enhancement factor ηcðΨE; Ψ IÞ, ηf ðΨE; Ψ IÞ is the enhancement in the particle-ion hard-sphere collision 
cross-section πa2

p . ηf ðΨE; Ψ IÞ for combined attractive or repulsive Coulomb-image interactions is calculated using the methods 
described in detail elsewhere (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013b; Ouyang et al., 2012). Eqs. (3) and (4) represent the continuum and free 
molecular limits of βi. Scaling eqs. (3) and (4) with particle radius apηf

ηc 
as a reference length scale and the ion relaxation time mi

fi as a 
reference timescale, yields a non-dimensional form (Gopalakrishnan & Hogan, 2012) of the collision kernel βi as: 

H ¼
βimiηc

fia3
pη2

f
(5a) 
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The scaling of the ion thermal energy kBTg yields a diffusive Knudsen number, a ratio of the ion’s ballistic transport timescale apηf
ηc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mi

kBTg

q

and the diffusional transport timescale 
�

apηf
ηc

�2
fi

kBTg 
(Gopalakrishnan & Hogan, 2012): 

KnD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mikBTg

p
ηc

fiapηf
(5b)  

The quantity 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mikBTg

p

fi is identified as the ion mean persistence path mentioned before. Eqs. (3) and (4) expressed in non-dimensional 
terms represent the continuum (KnD → 0) and freemolecular (KnD → ∞) limits, respectively: 

KnD → 0 : H ¼ 4πKn2
D (6a)  

KnD → ∞ : H ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
8π

p
KnD (6b)  

In the next two sub-sections, we provide expressions for H or non-dimensional βi in terms of KnD;ΨE; Ψ I in the mass transfer transition 
regime – KnD neither too low nor too high to be described by eqs. (6a) and (6b) (Thajudeen et al., 2012). In practical terms, speci-
fication of the particle and ion properties along with gas pressure and temperature allows the determination of KnD;ΨE; Ψ I using eqs. 
(2a), (2b) and (5b), respectively. The presented models for βi cast in terms of H, allows βi calculation via eq. (5a). 

βimodel for combined repulsive Coulomb and image potential driven particle-ion collisions: In prior work, Gopalakrishnan and Hogan 
(2011) investigated the hard sphere (ΨE ¼ Ψ I ¼ 0) collisions between a spherical particle and a point mass to derive an expression for 
H that converges to the limits defined by eqs. (6a) and (6b), respectively, as KnD → 0 and KnD → ∞: 

HðKnD;ΨE ¼ ΨI ¼ 0Þ ¼ HHSðKnDÞ ¼
4πKn2

D þ 25:836Kn3
D þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
8π

p
KnD

�
11:211Kn3

D

�

1 þ 3:502KnD þ 7:211Kn2
D þ 11:211Kn3

D
(7)  

Gopalakrishnan and Hogan (2012) showed that eq. (7) is accurate for all strengths of the repulsive Coulomb potential (ΨE < 0; Ψ I ¼

0). Ouyang et al. (2012) showed that eq. (7) also describes the image potential interaction between a neutral particle and an ion when 
the enhancement factors ηcðΨE ¼ 0; Ψ IÞ, ηf ðΨE ¼ 0; Ψ IÞ are calculated appropriately. Finally, considering repulsive Coulomb and 
image potential simultaneously, Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013b) showed that eq. (7) is also valid for particle-ion collisions for spherical 
particles and non-spherical particles (the details of which are not the focus of this article). The calculations of ηcðΨE; Ψ IÞ; ηf ðΨE; Ψ IÞ

Fig. 1. Plots of the location parameter μðKnD;ΨE;Ψ I Þ for ΨE ¼ 3 �60 and.0 � Ψ I
ΨE

� 1  
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reported by Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013b) is repeated in Tables S4–A and Table S4-B, SI of this article for convenience. Thus, for 
unipolar (like charged particle and ion collision of either polarity) and neutral particle-ion interactions, eq. (7) may be used to calculate 
H or βi. 

βimodel for combined attractive Coulomb and image potential driven particle-ion collisions: Gopalakrishnan and Hogan (2012) showed 
that for attractive Coulomb (ΨE > 0; Ψ I ¼ 0) interactions, eq. (7) does not accurately describe H or non-dimensional βi, especially for 
ΨE >>

3
2 and near-free molecular ion transport regime (KnD >> 1). Motivated by this knowledge gap in the modeling of βi, Chahl and 

Gopalakrishnan (2019) recently developed an analysis approach to parameterize attractive Coulomb interactions. Specifically, they 
analyzed the particle-ion collision time distributions inferred from LD trajectory simulations to parameterize H. We skip the details of 
their LD simulation technique to obtain a model for H valid for 0 < ΨE � 60 and KnD � 2000, without considering image potential (i. 
e.) Ψ I ¼ 0 (Chahl & Gopalakrishnan, 2019). HLD was shown to be accurately described by an equation of the form: 

HðKnD;ΨE;ΨIÞ ¼ eμHHSðKnDÞ (8a)  

Here, μ is a location parameter that describes the underlying distribution of HðKnD;ΨE;Ψ IÞ and HHSðKnDÞ is given by eq. (7). Firstly, in 
lieu of a simple Coulomb potential used by them, we employ the combined Coulomb and image potential ϕðrÞ described by eq. (1b) and 
carry out LD simulations for different combinations of KnD;ΨE;Ψ I. Fig. 1 shows the variation of the parameter μ with KnD;ΨE;Ψ I. 
Following Chahl and Gopalakrishnan (2019), we summarize the values of μðKnD;ΨE;Ψ IÞ including Ψ I, for 0 < ΨE � 60; 0 � Ψ I

ΨE
� 1 

and KnD � 2000: 

μðKnD;ΨE;ΨIÞ ¼
C
A

�

1 þ k
log KnD �B

A

��1
k�1

exp

0

B
@�

�

1 þ k
log KnD �B

A

��1
k

1

C
A; k 6¼ 0 (8b)  

Regression fits to calculate A; B; C; k as a function of ΨE;Ψ I are described in Sec. S1, SI. Fig. 2 presents HðKnD;ΨE;Ψ IÞ for ΨE ¼ 7; 30;
60 in panels A, B, C. For each ΨE, Ψ I

ΨE
¼ 0; 0:5; 1 illustrates the effect of the image potential. Also shown are the continuum and free 

molecular limits of H and that the simulation results agree well with these limits as KnD → 0 (eq. (6a)) and KnD → ∞ (eq. (6b)), 
respectively. In the transition regime of KnD, eq. (8) is used to summarize HLD. The difference between the predictions of eq. (8) Heq:8 

and HLD, defined as 
�

1 �
Heq:8
HLD

�

%, is presented in panels D, E, F. Reference lines that denote difference level of � 10% and � 20% are 

also shown. It is seen that the LD-based model (eq. (8a) and eq. (8b), collectively referred to as eq. (8) hereon) describes H to within �
10% in most cases. Figs. S2–A and Figs. S2–B present additional results for ΨE ¼ 3; 5; 10; 20; 40; 50. Similar comparisons for 0 < ΨE �

60; 0 � Ψ I
ΨE

� 1 and KnD � 2000 plotting the difference defined as 
�

1 �
Heq:8
HLD

�

% is presented in Fig. 3. Overall, this comparison reveals 

that eq. (8) describes HLD nominally within �10% for instances of particle-ion collisions where both Coulombic and image forces are 
significant. In instances of interaction between an uncharged particle and an ion (ΨE ¼ 0; 0 < Ψ I � 60), the effect of the image 

Fig. 2. Plots of the non-dimensional collision kernel HðKnD;ΨE;Ψ I Þ for ΨE ¼ 7 (panel A), ΨE ¼ 30 (panel B) and ΨE ¼ 60 (panel C). The % dif-

ference defined as 
�

1 �
Heq:8
HLD

�

% for each ΨE is plotted in panels D, E, F. Similar results corresponding to ΨE ¼ 3; 5; 10; 20; 40; 50 are presented in 

Figures S2-A and S2-B, SI. 
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potential on μðKnD;ΨE ¼ 0;Ψ IÞ and HðKnD;ΨE ¼ 0;Ψ IÞ is shown in Fig. 4. Panels A, D, G of Fig. 4 show that μðKnD;ΨE ¼ 0;Ψ IÞ ffi 0 
across the entire KnD range investigated. As shown in panels B, E, H, the hard-sphere curve (eq. (7) or eq. (8) with μ ¼ 0) accurately 
describes HLD to within �5% (panels C, F, I). In total, eq. (7) and eq. (8) may be used to calculate βi’s required to calculate the complete 
bipolar charge distribution (with like charged and unlike charged particle-ion collisions). 

Calculation of unipolar and bipolar charge distributions for comparison: To compare predicted and measured charge distributions, we 
use analytical expressions for calculating unipolar (Adachi et al., 1985; Boisdron & Brock, 1970) and bipolar charge distributions 
(Adachi et al., 1985; Hussin et al., 1983) obtained by solving population balance equations for charge conservation. For unipolar 
charging, the fraction fp of particles carrying p charges when exposed to ions of � polarity is a function of the particle-ion collision 
kernels βp;�’s and the particle-ion exposure parameter Nit: 

fp ¼

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

�Yk¼0

k¼pþ1
βk;�

�X0

j¼p

exp
�

�βj;�Nit
�

Yl¼0
l ¼ p

l 6¼ j

�
βl;� �βj;�

�; p < 0

expð �β0;�NitÞ; p ¼ 0

�Yk¼p�1

k¼0
βk;�

�Xp

j¼0

exp
�

�βj;�Nit
�

Yl¼p
l ¼ 0

l 6¼ j

�
βl;� �βj;�

�; p > 0

(9)  

The fraction of charged particles ð1 �f0Þ is reported as a function of background gas, particle diameter dp and Nit product in the 
unipolar diffusion charging studies selected for comparison (Adachi et al., 1985, 1987). The ion mass and mobility used by the original 
authors to interpret their data and for model calculations here are listed in Tables S5–A and Table S5-B, SI for various background gases 
considered. 

To evaluate bipolar charge distributions, the solution to steady state charge conversation for a population of mono-sized particles 
exposed to multiple positive and negative ions yield the following equations (Adachi et al., 1985; Boisdron & Brock, 1970): 

Fig. 3. Plots of the % difference defined as 
�

1 �
Heq:8
HLD

�

% for ΨE ¼ 3 �60 and.0 � Ψ I
ΨE

� 1  
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fp ¼

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

Yp¼�1

p¼�∞

 XNEG

k¼1
βjþ1;k�θk�

XPOS

i¼1
βj;iþθiþ

!

Σ
; p � �1

1
Σ
; p ¼ 0

Yp¼∞

p¼1

 Xi¼POS

i¼1
βj�1;iþθiþ

XNEG

k¼1
βj;k�θk�

!

Σ
; p � 1

(10a)  

Σ ¼
Xp¼�1

p¼�∞

(
Yj¼p

j¼�∞

 PNEG
k¼1 βjþ1;k�θk�
PPOS

i¼1 βj;iþθiþ

!)

þ 1 þ
Xp¼∞

p¼1

(
Yj¼p

j¼1

 Pi¼POS
i¼1 βj�1;iþθiþ
PNEG

k¼1 βj;k�θk�

!)

(10b)  

Here, βp;i� is the collision kernel between particles carrying p charges and the ith type of � ion. In prior work, it has been common to 
assume that the positive and negative ion populations may be approximated as single ion of each type whose mass and mobility are 
used to evaluate collision kernel for charge transfer reactions p → p þ 1 and p → p � 1. A nuanced treatment of the possibility of 
multiple kinds of positive/negative ions is provided by the use of eq. (10) that accounts for POS and NEG number distinct types. Adachi 
et al. (1985), for example, assumed that a single kind of positive and negative ion each (of mass-mobility listed in Tables S5–A), to 
calculate charge fractions using Fuchs’ model: POS ¼ NEG ¼ 1 and θþ ¼ θ� ¼ 0:5 for comparing with Adachi et al. (1985)’s reports of 

ð1 �f0Þ;
Pp¼∞

p>0
fp;

Pp<0

p¼�∞
fp for 4–40 nm particles. Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015) report f0;

fp¼�1
fp¼�2

;
fp¼þ1
fp¼þ2

;
fp¼�1
fp¼þ1

;
fp¼�2
fp¼þ2 

for 50 and 70 nm gold particles. 

The entire ion mass and mobility distribution for multiple charging ions and their relative abundances reported by these authors 
(repeated in Table S5-C, SI) are used for charge distribution calculation by accounting for multiple types of singly charged positive and 

negative ions. 
PPOS

i¼1
βj;iþθiþ represents the concentration-weighted contribution of each type of positive ion to the total charging rate (i. 

e.) Rp→pþ1 ¼ npnTþ

PPOS

i¼1
βj;iþθiþ. Likewise, Rp→p�1 ¼ npnT�

PNEG

k¼1
βj;k�θk� capturing the decrease in particle charge due to collisions between 

particles and all of the NEG types of negative ions. In this work, the total concentration of positive and negative charge carriers is 

Fig. 4. Plots of μðKnD;ΨE ¼ 0;Ψ I Þ; HðKnD;ΨE ¼ 0;Ψ I Þ and % difference for Ψ I ¼ 12 (panels A, B, C), Ψ I ¼ 36 (panel D, E, F) and Ψ I ¼ 60 (panel G, 

H, I). The % difference defined as 
�

1 �
Heq:8
HLD

�

% for each Ψ I is plotted in panels C, F, I. 
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assumed to be equal: nTþ ¼ nT�. Usage of eq. (10) with an appropriate model for βi will allow the inclusion of the entire distribution to 
improve accuracy of predictions. In practice, the approximation of ion mass-mobility distributions as single positive and negative ion 
for simplicity, must be cautiously approached. It can be readily seen from eq. (10) that the rate of the charging reaction p → p þ 1, 

calculated as 
PPOS

i¼1
βj;iþθiþ and hβj;þi are not equal in general: 

PPOS

i¼1
βj;iþθiþ 6¼ hβj;þi. The former accounts for the relative abundances of 

different kinds of positive ions and the corresponding βj;iþ’s. The latter hβj;þi, is the single value of the collision kernel calculated using 
average ion properties (mass-mobility). Ion populations have both short-lived (highly mobile) and long-lived (low mobility) ions that 
may contribute to charging in ambient or bipolar chargers. Using average properties can potentially overestimate the influence of 
highly mobile species and underestimate low mobility species. Although in the past, eq. (10) has been used with average ion properties, 
we recommend the incorporation of ion mass-mobility distributions into charging calculations. Maiβer et al. (2015), as a follow up to 
Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013a) and Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015), identified the chemical composition of positive and negative pop-
ulations found in UHP air. Such an experimentally measured distribution can be easily incorporated into eq. (10). The metrics derived 
from the complete predicted unipolar charge distribution (fp with 0 � p � 20 or �20 � p � 0) or bipolar charge distribution (fp with 
�20 � p � 20) are used for evaluation of LD-based βi models given by eqs. (7) and (8). 

Comparison with select existing models of diffusion charging: It is instructive to evaluate the currently used models in the field of 
aerosol science used to calculate charge distributions. Following Adachi et al. (1985), we repeat their comparison of the experimental 
unipolar charge fractions to the predictions of Fuchs’ limiting sphere model (1963), cast in terms of HðKnD;ΨE;Ψ IÞ: 

H ¼
4πKn2

D

ð2πÞ
1
2KnDηf expðϕðrÞÞ

αδ2 þ
ηc
ηl

(11a) 

Fig. 5. A) Plot of the experimentally measured unipolar fraction of positively charged particles ð1 �f0Þ reported by Adachi et al. (1985) shown as 
data points of various colors and corresponding theoretical predictions using LD-based βi (eq. (7)) in eq. (9) for two sets of ion properties (Mohnen 

and Vohra) shown as dashed lines. B) The % difference defined as 

 

1 �
ð1�f0Þeq: 7; V

ð1�f0Þexp

!

band C) % difference defined as 

 

1 �
ð1�f0ÞEq: 7; Moh

ð1�f0Þexp

!

is plotted. D) 

Plot of the experimentally measured ð1 �f0Þ and corresponding theoretical predictions using Fuchs-based βi (eq. (11)) in eq. (9) for two sets of ion 

properties (Mohnen and Vohra) shown as dashed lines. E) The % difference defined as 

 

1 �
ð1�f0Þeq:11; V

ð1�f0Þexp

!

band F) % difference defined as 
 

1 �
ð1�f0ÞEq:11; M

ð1�f0Þexp

!

is plotted. Reference lines are shown at �10% and �20% and the common legend for all the panels is provided. The ion properties 

used in this plot is listed in Tables S5–A of the SI. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web 
version of this article.) 
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δ ¼
1
λ

0

@1
5
ð1 þ λÞ

5
�

1
3
ð1 þ λÞ

3�1 þ λ2�þ
2
15
�
1 þ λ2�5

2

1

A (11b)  

ηl ¼

�Z ∞

δ

1
r2 expðϕðrÞÞdr

��1

(11c)  

λ ¼ 1:329
�π

8

�1
2KnDηf

ηc
(11d)  

α ¼

�
bmin

δ

�2

(11e)  

Here, bmin is the minimum value for the function: bðrÞ ¼ r
�

1 þ 2
3 ðϕðδÞ �ϕðrÞÞ

�1
2 

in the region r ¼ 1 to r ¼ δ and ϕðrÞ is given by eq. 

(1b). Eq. (11) is used in eq. (9) to calculate expected unipolar charge fractions for each data set in addition to LD-based eq. (7). 
Predictions of each model are labeled in figures as “LD-based βi” and “Fuchs-derived βi” using Mohnen/Vohra ion properties as dis-
cussed shortly. 

To calculate bipolar charge distributions, we elect to present comparisons of the experimental data with the widely used regression 
expression put forward by Wiedensohler (1988): 

1nm � dp � 20nm : fp ¼

(

10

�P5

i¼0
aiðpÞ � flog10ðdpðnmÞÞg

i
�

; p ¼ �1; 0; 1
0; p ¼ �2; 2

(12a) 

Fig. 6. A) Plot of the experimentally measured unipolar fraction of negatively charged particles ð1 �f0Þ reported by Adachi et al. (1985) shown as 
data points of various colors and corresponding theoretical predictions using LD-based βi (eq. (7)) in eq. (9) for two sets of ion properties (Mohnen 

and Vohra) shown as dashed lines. B) The % difference defined as 

 

1 �
ð1�f0Þeq: 7; V

ð1�f0Þexp

!

band C) % difference defined as 

 

1 �
ð1�f0ÞEq: 7; M

ð1�f0Þexp

!

is plotted. D) 

Plot of the experimentally measured ð1 �f0Þ and corresponding theoretical predictions using Fuchs-based βi (eq. (11)) in eq. (9) for two sets of ion 

properties (Mohnen and Vohra) shown as dashed lines. E) The % difference defined as 

 

1 �
ð1�f0Þeq:11; V

ð1�f0Þexp

!

band F) % difference defined as 
 

1 �
ð1�f0ÞEq:11; M

ð1�f0Þexp

!

is plotted. Reference lines are shown at and �20% and the common legend for all the panels is provided. The ion properties used in 

this plot is listed in Tables S5–A of the SI. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version 
of this article.) 
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20nm< dp � 1000nm : fp ¼ 10

�P5

i¼0
aiðpÞ � flog10ðdpðnmÞÞg

i
�

; p ¼ �2;�1; 0; 1; 2 (12b)  

The parameterization of charge fraction (eq. (12)) was derived based on βi’s calculated using Hoppel and Frick (1986)’s variant of the 
limiting sphere model. Eq. (12) will be used to directly calculate bipolar charge fractions as a function of particle size dp without 
calculating βi. The coefficients aiðpÞ are tabulated in Sec. S6, SI. 

3. Results and discussion 

Unipolar diffusion charging comparisons: Adachi et al. (1985) present data of the unipolar charging of zinc chloride and dioctyl 
sebacate (DOS) particles by unipolar positive and negative ions. Fig. 5 shows the experimental measurements of ð1 �f0Þ by Adachi et al. 
(1985), particle charging by positive ions, shown as discrete data points of various colors in Fig. 5-A and 5-D. The Nit parameter varies 
from 6:2 � 1011 s

m3 �7:2 � 1012 s
m3 in these measurements. The theoretical expectations calculated using eq. (9) with βi’s derived from 

eq. (7) are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 5-A, and using Fuchs’s limiting sphere model (eq. (11)) in Fig. 5-D, for two sets of ion 
properties derived from Mohnen (1974) and Vohra et al. (1969). The % difference between ð1 �f0Þexp and ð1 �f0Þeq: 7; V is presented in 
Fig. 5-B and the % difference between ð1 �f0Þexp and ð1 �f0Þeq: 7; M is presented in Fig. 5-C. The % difference in each case (using eq. 

(7)) is calculated as 

 

1 �
ð1�f0Þeq: 7;V

ð1�f0Þexp

!

% and 

 

1 �
ð1�f0Þeq: 7; M

ð1�f0Þexp

!

%, respectively. Correspondingly, the % difference between the predictions 

using Fuchs theory (eq. (11)), ð1 �f0Þeq:11; V and ð1 �f0Þeq:11; M, and experimental data are plotted in Fig. 5-E and 5-F. From the 
comparison, it can be observed that the predictions using both Vohra’s and Mohnen’s ion properties are within �10% for most of the 
datapoints for both models considered here. The models overpredict the experiments to a small extent but nominally, the difference is 
no larger than 10% in either direction, validating the charging model of eq. (7) (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013b) that we test here. Fuchs’ 

Fig. 7. Plot of the experimentally measured unipolar fraction of positively charged particles 1 �f0 reported by Adachi et al. (1987) for various gases 
shown as data points of red color for He (panels A, E), green color for N2 (panels B, F) and blue color for Ar (panels C, G). Corresponding theoretical 
predictions using LD-based βi (eq. (7) in eq. (9)) with the ion properties listed in Table S5-B, SI are shown as dashed lines of the same color in panels 
A, B, C. Theoretical predictions using Fuchs-derived βi (eq. (7) in eq. (9)) are shown as dashed lines in panels E, F, G. The % difference defined as 
 

1 �
ð1�f0Þeq: 7
ð1�f0Þexp

!

is plotted along with reference lines at �10% and �20% in panel D for LD-based βi and panel H for Fuchs-derived βi. (For inter-

pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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limiting sphere model that was originally used by Adachi et al. (1985) to interpret their measurements, and the LD-based model (eq. 
(7)) advanced here make similar predictions for ions in air. This trend is seen in the case of unipolar charging of particles by negative 
ions as well, shown in Fig. 6, for Nite5:9 � 1011 s

m3 �6:8 � 1012 s
m3. Theoretical predictions emulate the data quite well as seen from 

Fig. 6-A. Fig. 6-B and 6-C show the corresponding % differences between LD-based model predictions and experiments defined for 
Fig. 5 previously. Like in the case of positive ions, the % difference here is seen to be within �10% with a few data points outside for 
both LD-based model (eq. (7)) and Fuchs (eq. (11)). Overall, the charging model eq. (7) of Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013b) reliably 
predicts the experimentally-observed charged particle fraction in the unipolar charging measurements of Adachi et al. (1985). Fig. 6-D, 
6-E, 6-F also show a similar trend and that shows that LD-model and Fuchs model yield practically identical predictions of unipolar 
charge fractions in air for sub-100 nm particles. Further comparison with the charging of particles by ions derived by the direct 
ionization of inert gas molecules (Heþ; Nþ

2 ; Arþ) is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7-A shows ð1 �f0Þ measured in He by Adachi et al. (1987) 
shown as datapoints along with theoretical expectations for ð1 �f0Þeq: 7 shown as dashed lines for two values of the Nit parameter. Even 
though two materials were examined in the study (zinc chloride and DEHS), our data analysis assumed conducting particle and thereby 
produced a single prediction for ð1 �f0Þeq: 7 for both these materials. Fig. 7-B and Fig. 7-C present data and theoretical curves using eq. 
(7) in eq. (9) for N2 (green filled triangles/circles/squares and dashed lines) and Ar (blue filled triangles/circles/squares/diamonds and 
dashed lines), respectively, with the % difference between ð1 �f0Þexp and ð1 �f0Þeq: 7 is shown in Fig. 7-D with reference lines at � 10% 
;�20% for all the experimental values plotted in Fig. 7-A, 7-B, 7-C. Likewise, Fig. 7-E (He), 7-F (N2) and 7-G (Ar) plot the predictions of 
Fuchs model (eq. (11)) along with experimental data. The corresponding % difference between ð1 �f0Þexp and ð1 �f0Þeq: 11 is shown in 
Fig. 7-H for all three gases considered. As it is clearly evident, most of the datapoints fall within �20% of the experimental data with a 
few outliers without any obvious explanation. While ions in air (Figs. 5 and 6), nitrogen and argon show relatively low systematic bias 
in the % difference, measurements in helium disagree one-sidedly with theoretical predictions. It is seen that neither model 

Fig. 8. A) Calculated mean charge for 10, 50, 100 nm particles exposed to Nþ
2 ions in N2 as a function of the Nit product. B) Variation of the 

Coulomb potential energy ratio and C) the particle-ion diffusive Knudsen number as a function of the particle charge. Panels D, E, F show βi 
predictions of LD model (eq. (7)) and Fuchs model (eq. (11)) for collisions between particles carrying p units of charge and a like charged ion. 
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quantitatively captures the variation in the charge particle fraction in helium. This needs to be further investigated in future studies 
considering the mobility of ions formed in helium and the high mean thermal speed of helium atoms. 

Along with the good agreement with the unipolar charging data of Adachi et al. (1985), we find that the agreement between 
theoretical predictions with βi’s derived from both models (eq. (7) and eq. (11)) to be excellent (except in helium) taking into account 
the nominal experimental uncertainty of ~10% with the reported data. To understand the agreement between the two models, we 
calculated several parameters related to the unipolar charge distribution of particles. Fig. 8 presents calculations of the magnitude of 
the mean charge j< p> j (panel 8-A) for 10 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm conducting particles in N2 at 298 K and 1 atm. The Nit was varied from 
107 �1014 s

m�3 for ions with mobility of 1:87 � 10�4m2

s:V and mass of 0:028 kg
mole. The Coulomb potential energy ratio ΨE (Fig. 8-B) and the 

diffusive Knudsen number KnD (Fig. 8-C) encountered in the unipolar charging of particles as a function of the particle charge 
magnitude jpj is also plotted. It is seen that KnDe30 for 10 nm, e3 for 50 nm and e1 for 100 nm particles, that represent transition to near 
free-molecular regime of ion transport. Panels 8-D, 8-E and 8-F present the collision kernel βi calculated using LD-based model (eq. (7)) 

Fig. 9. A) Plot of the experimentally measured bipolar fraction of ð1 �f0Þ reported by Adachi et al. (1985), Kousaka et al. (1983) and Hussin et al. 
(1983) shown as data points of various colors and corresponding theoretical predictions (using eq. (7) & eq. (8) in eq. (10)) for two sets of ion 
properties (Mohnen and Vohra) shown as dashed black lines and Wiedensohler’s regression (eq. (12)) as a solid black line. B) The % difference 

defined as 

 

1 �
ð1�f0Þeq: 7;eq:8; Vohra

ð1�f0Þexp

!

between predictions using Vohra’s ion properties is plotted. C) The % difference defined as 

 

1 �
ð1�f0Þeq: 7;eq:8; M

ð1�f0Þexp

!

between predictions using Mohnen’s ion properties is plotted. D) The % difference defined as 

 

1 �
ð1�f0Þeq: 12
ð1�f0Þexp

!

between Wiedensohler’s regression is 

plotted. Reference lines are shown at �10% and �20%. The ion properties used in this plot are listed in Tables S5–A of the SI. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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and Fuchs model (eq. (11)). It is interesting to note that for jpj < e3 or/and for KnD < e1, the two models predict the similar values of 
βi. From the mean charge plotted in Fig. 8-A, it is seen that at an Nit ¼ 1012 s

m�3, the mean charge of particles � e2. In these conditions 
(that is typical of the measurements used here for model validation), the presence of higher charge levels (jpj > 5) is expected to be 
minimal and that the two models are similar. However, prior comparisons of LD-based βi and Fuchs (limiting sphere model)-derived βi, 
by Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013b) for repulsive Coulomb interactions and by Chahl and Gopalakrishnan (2019) for attractive Coulomb 
interactions, reveal that at high values of ΨE (higher charge states) limiting sphere model leads to inconsistent (non-monotonic) 
predictions that arise to improper treatment of the ion velocity and impact parameters in the limiting sphere model formulation. While 
the disagreement between LD-based βi and Fuchs-derived βi at jΨEj > 3

2 is elaborated elsewhere (Chahl & Gopalakrishnan, 2019; 
Gopalakrishnan & Hogan, 2012), we infer that under the experimental conditions considered, eq. (7) and eq. (11) produced practically 
similar charge distributions. We expect measurements of charge fractions at higher Nit to reveal significant deviations and such ex-
periments are necessary to test both the models and delineate any differences, especially in high potential energy (high ΨE) driven 
diffusion charging at high KnD. Eq. (7) was also shown to be valid for non-spherical particles as well by Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013b); 

Fig. 10. A) Plot of the experimentally measured bipolar fraction of 
Pp¼∞

p>0
fp reported by Adachi et al. (1985), Kousaka et al. (1983) and Hussin et al. 

(1983) shown as data points of various colors and corresponding theoretical predictions (using eq. (7) & eq. (8) in eq. (10)) for two sets of ion 
properties (Mohnen and Vohra) shown as dashed black lines and Wiedensohler’s regression (eq. (12)) as a solid black line. B) The % difference 

defined as 

 

1 �
ð
Pp¼∞

p>0
fpÞeq: 7;eq:8; V

ð
Pp¼∞

p>0
fpÞexp

!

between predictions using Vohra’s ion properties is plotted. C) The % difference defined as 

 

1 �
ð
Pp¼∞

p>0
fpÞeq: 7;eq:8; M

ð
Pp¼∞

p>0
fpÞexp

!

between predictions using Mohnen’s ion properties is plotted. D) The % difference defined as 

 

1 �
ð
Pp¼∞

p>0
fpÞeq: 12

ð
Pp¼∞

p>0
fpÞexp

!

between Wiedensohler’s regression 

is plotted. Reference lines are shown at �10% and �20%. The ion properties used in this plot are listed in Tables S5–A of the SI. (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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considering this and the suitability of Fuchs model (eq. (11)) for only spherical shaped particles, eq. (7) may be advantageously used to 
describe the charging of any shaped particles across the entire diffusive Knudsen number based transport regime. The experimental 
testing of eq. (7) for nonspherical particles, however, needs to be carried out in future studies. For spherical particles, Fuchs’ limiting 
sphere model (1963) is also accurate based on the comparisons shown here. 

Bipolar diffusion charging comparisons: Adachi et al. (1985) report measures of the bipolar charge distribution and also summarized 
prior measurements of Hussin et al. (1983) and Kousaka, Adachi, Okuyama, Kitada, and Motouchi (1983). They used positive and 
negative ion mass-mobility from both Mohnen (1974) and Vohra et al. (1969) to compare their experiments using the Fuchs’ charging 
model (1963). We follow their approach for comparison with charge fractions predictions using eq. (10) with LD-based βi (eqs. (7) and 
(8)) and charge fractions calculated using Wiedensohler (1988)’s expression (eq. (12)). Fig. 9-A shows ð1 �f0Þ: measured values as 
datapoints of red/green/blue, black dashed lines corresponding to predictions using Mohnen (1974) and Vohra et al. (1969)’s ion 
properties and a solid dashed line (eq. (12)). The choice of ion properties (Mohnen/Vohra) has a minimal influence on 1�f0 and the 
qualitative trend of the data is captured well by the model predictions using both sets of ion properties. Quantitative agreement is seen 

Fig. 11. A) Plot of the experimentally measured 
Pp<0

p¼�∞
fp reported by Adachi et al. (1985), Kousaka et al. (1983) and Hussin et al. (1983) shown as 

data points of various colors and corresponding theoretical predictions (using eq. (7) & eq. (8) in eq. (10)) for two sets of ion properties (Mohnen and 
Vohra) shown as dashed black lines and Wiedensohler’s regression (eq. (12)) as a solid black line. B) The % difference defined as 
0

@1 �
ð
Pp<0

p¼�∞
fpÞeq: 7;eq:8; V

ð
Pp<0

p¼�∞
fpÞexp

1

A between predictions using Vohra’s ion properties is plotted. C) The % difference defined as 

0

@1 �
ð
Pp<0

p¼�∞
fpÞeq: 7;eq:8; M

ð
Pp<0

p¼�∞
fpÞexp

1

A between 

predictions using Mohnen’s ion properties is plotted. D) The % difference defined as 

0

@1 �
ð
Pp<0

p¼�∞
fpÞeq: 12

ð
Pp<0

p¼�∞
fpÞexp

1

A between Wiedensohler’s regression is 

plotted. Reference lines are shown at �10% and �20%. The ion properties used in this plot are listed in Tables S5–A of the SI. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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in panels 9-B (predictions using Vohra’s ion properties) and 9-C (Mohnen’s ion properties) of Fig. 9 with �10% and � 20% given for 
reference. Firstly, the data is seen to mostly fall within �20%. The scatter in the % difference is symmetric about 0, indicating no 
apparent bias in the predictions. This establishes the accuracy but not precision of Langevin-based βi models (eq. (7) and eq. (8)) for 
charging calculations. The scatter/lack of precision in the data is also partly due to experimental uncertainties, and the fact that the 
Langevin-based βi models are able to capture the data accurately down to 4 nm indicates the utility of the model for sub-micron aerosol 
charging. Wiedensohler (1988) regression systematically underpredicts the experimental charged particle fractions up to 40%. The % 
difference is seen to increase for particle diameter < 10 nm, especially. Wiedensohler’s parameterization uses a fixed set of ion 
properties to calculate βi and subsequently the charge fractions for p ¼ �2; �1;0; 1;2. This parameterization neglects the possibility 
of charge levels beyond 3 for either polarity. At higher charge states, jΨEj could be as high as 60 for sub-20 nm particles. For such high 
values of ΨE >>

3
2, Chahl and Gopalakrishnan (2019) showed that the limiting sphere approach (D’Yachkov et al., 2007) consistently 

underpredicts βi for KnD > 10. Thus, based on this comparison we infer that for calculating charge distribution of sub-10 or sub-20 nm 
particles, the LD-based βi (eqs. (7) and (8)) are more accurate than Wiedensohler’s regression expression, especially if ion properties 

are measured simultaneously. Predicted and measured 
Pp¼∞

p>0
fp shown in Fig. 10-A of Adachi et al. (1985) and Hussin et al. (1983)’s data 

again shows excellent agreement with most data points within �10% (see Fig. 10-B and 10-C). Also shown in Fig. 10-A is the regression 

of eq. (12) that is nearly identical to the set of predictions using eq. (7) & Mohnen’s ion properties. However, Fig. 11-A shows that 
Pp<0

p¼�∞ 

fp experimental data are consistently higher than the predictions of eq. (12) (see Fig. 11-D). Fig. 11-B and 11-C show that LD-based βi 
capture the data within �20% nominally. This underprediction again confirms the systemic deficiencies of the limiting sphere 
approach at high ΨE. In unison, Figs. 9–11 show that bipolar charge distributions using eq. (7) and eq. (8) accurately reproduce Adachi 
et al. (1985)’s measurements (to within �20% and that the corresponding predictions of Wiedensohler (1988) regression fall below the 
experiments for sub-40 nm particles. 

Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015)’s charge distributions for 51.5 nm and 73.2 nm gold particles are presented in Table 2–A along with 
predictions for the same calculated using eq. (10) with βi from eqs. (7) and (8), and with the ion properties listed in Tables S5–C. 
Comparison between measurements and predictions in ultrahigh purity (UHP) air reveals excellent agreement to within �10% for both 
51.5 nm and 73.2 nm particles. This shows that when ion properties are known accurately, LD-based models allow accurate and precise 
determination of charge fractions. The comparisons in carbon dioxide show higher % differences, especially for the ratios of fp¼þ1

fp¼þ2
;
fp¼�1
fp¼þ1

;

fp¼�2
fp¼þ2

. We attribute this apparent anomaly to the fact that our bipolar charge distribution calculations assumed that positive and negative 
ions are only singly charged. Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015) state the possibility of the formation of doubly charged positive and negative 
ions by direct ionization of carbon dioxide due to higher electronegativity compared to nitrogen/oxygen. While we are not sure the 
precise reason for this high % difference in carbon dioxide, we also point out the < �5% agreement of the neutral fraction of particles. 
Nevertheless, the LD-based βi models (eq. (7) and eq. (8)) show excellent agreement with measurements in air, nitrogen, and argon. 
The disagreement in helium and carbon dioxide needs to be examined with attention to the nature of the ions formed in that gas as well 

Table 2a 
Table listing the experimentally measured charge distribution metrics reported by Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015) and corresponding theoretical 
predictions using the reported ion properties listed in Tables S5–C. The % difference between predictions and experiments for each quantity ð�Þ is 

defined as 

 

1 �
ð �Þeq: 7;eq:8

ð �Þexp

!

. Comparison is carried out for 51.5 nm and 73.2 nm gold particles in UHP Air and CO2.  

UHP Air dp ¼ 51:5 nm  dp ¼ 73:2 nm  

Measured Predicted % diff. Measured Predicted % diff. 

f0  0:54  0:6030  �12:63  0:48  0:5169  �8:68  
f p¼�1

f p¼�2  

17:23  18:3827  �6:68  7:64  8:5172  �11:48  

f p¼þ1

f p¼þ2  

23:12  22:9647  0:68  9:87  10:4274  �5:69  

f p¼�1

f p¼þ1  

1:15  1:2255  �6:78  1:24  1:2033  3:03  

f p¼�2

f p¼þ2  

1:54  1.5309 0.36 1.60 1.4732 7.87 

CO2 dp ¼ 51:5 nm  dp ¼ 73:2 nm  
Measured Predicted % diff. Measured Predicted % diff. 

f0  0:61  0:5943  3:12  0:48  0:5071  �5:68  
f p¼�1

f p¼�2  

13:64  13:9536  �2:28  6:46  6:7577  �4:57  

f p¼þ1

f p¼þ2  

21:11  17:6573  16:36  9:10  8:3509  8:23  

f p¼�1

f p¼þ1  

1:64  1:2358  24:48  2:19  1:2182  44:30  

f p¼�2

f p¼þ2  

2:53  1:5638  38:29  2:19  1:5054  31:17   
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as their mobilities taking into the polarization limit of ions near relatively large, polarizable gas molecules of carbon dioxide 
(compared to symmetric nitrogen/oxygen molecules).Table 2–B presents a comparison between the experimental data and the pre-
dictions of eq. (12). It is seen that Wiedensohler’s model also explains the data well, in spite of the deficiencies noted previously. 
Limiting sphere approaches and LD-based approach yield similar values of βi for KnD < 10 (charged particles that are greater 
than ~ 20 nm) is further vindicated by this agreement for ~50 nm and ~70 nm particles for which KnDe0:5 and ΨEe2 � 4. Fig. 12 
presents ΨE; KnD; βi for the collisions between negatively charged 10, 50, 100 nm particles and Nþ

2 ions in air (with conditions same as 
Fig. 8). Considering particle charge up to 5, it is seen that ½ΨE; KnD� varies up to ~[56, 2] for 10 nm particles, ~[11, 0.4] for 50 nm 
particles and ~[6, 0.2] for 100 nm particles. Fig. 12-C, D, E show that the LD-based (eq. (8)) and Fuchs-derived βi (eq. (12)) differ very 
little from each other in these conditions. While Wiedensohler (1988), that uses collision kernel values derived from the limiting sphere 
approach (Hoppel & Frick, 1986), has been numerously used to calculate steady state bipolar charge distributions found in neu-
tralizer/ambient ions, the presented set of LD-based βi models (eqs. (7) and (8)) are applicable for wider range of charging conditions 
(plasma generated ions or charging at low or high pressures). Specifically, for sub-20 nm particles, the LD-based βi (eqs. (7) and (8) in 
eq. (10)) are more accurate than Wiedensohler’s expression (eq. (12)). Although Wiedensohler’s regression was derived specifically for 
ions in air, it is erroneous usage in other gases should be avoided and the LD-based βi may be used with appropriate ion properties. 

The LD-based βi model is based on the Langevin formulation to calculate particle-ion collision times and implicitly assumes that the 
ions are much heavier than the background gas molecules. Practically, this makes eq. (7) and eq. (8) applicable to describe the charging 
of ions heavier or at least of equal mass as the background gas molecules. The effect of dielectric constant of particle material, though 
expected to be small for dielectric constants >2.5 (Davison & Gentry, 1985), can be incorporated into the formulation of Ψ I through eq. 
(2b). The presented approach by analyzing LD simulations is ideally suited for describing the bipolar charging of non-spherical 
particles as well. The effect of particle shape has been parameterized in prior studies (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013a, 2013b, 2015) 
and will have to be experimentally validated in future studies. The presented βi models (eq. (7) and eq. (8)) are valid for 0 < ΨE � 60;
0 � Ψ I

ΨE
� 1 and KnD � 2000. For most aerosol charging situations, KnD � 20 even for ~2 nm particles at atmospheric pressures. Thus, 

the presented models can be used to predict particle charging at low pressures as well. For a singly charged 2 nm particle at 300 K, 
ΨEe56. Thus, the presented model covers a broad range of particle charge and size as well as gas temperature and pressure. For ions 
formed in ambient condition by the ionization of molecules by low-energy radiation, electrical mobility is typically of the order of 
10�4m2

s:V at atmospheric pressure and is thus well accommodated in the KnD � 2000 range examined in the model development. In 
summary, the presented LD-based βi models (eq. (7) and eq. (8)) are shown to be accurate in qualitatively and quantitatively predicting 
unipolar and bipolar diffusion charging distributions. 

4. Conclusions 

From the described study aimed at developing and validating Langevin Dynamics (LD) based collision kernel βi models for particle- 
ion diffusion charging in unipolar and bipolar ion environments, we derive the following conclusions:  

1. We present a βi accounting the particle-ion attractive Coulomb and image potential interactions that is accurate in describing the 
Langevin-inferred βi from computations carried out following the approach of Chahl and Gopalakrishnan (2019). The developed 
model is valid for 0 < ΨE � 60; 0 � Ψ I

ΨE
� 1 and KnD � 2000 that covers a broad range of aerosol diffusion charging conditions.  

2. Eq. (7) and eq. (8) for βi to describe particle-ion Coulomb and image potential interactions may be used to calculate unipolar (eq. 
(9)) and bipolar charge distributions (eq. (10)) accurately.  

3. The LD-based βi models are tested by comparing against experimentally measured charge distributions (both unipolar and bipolar). 
The comparisons with unipolar charging experiments establish the model’s validity for in air, nitrogen and argon. Comparisons in 
helium are seen to be systematically lower than the experimental values, suggesting the need to probe unipolar charging further. 
Comparisons with bipolar charging experiments revealed that there is no apparent bias in the predictions and that with accurate 
determination of ion properties, LD-based βi models yield excellent agreement with experimental data. The disagreement found in 
the case of bipolar charging in carbon dioxide needs to be further investigated, especially with respect to the possibility of multiply 
charged positive and negative ions involved in charging.  

4. As part of this model validation, we chose to compare experimental results with current state-of-the-art Fuchs (1963) limiting 
sphere model for unipolar charging. It is seen that Fuchs’ model and the LD-based model described here yield nearly identical 
predictions in the experimental conditions considered here for air, argon and nitrogen (Adachi et al., 1985, 1987). Further ex-
periments at higher values of the Nit parameter will be necessary to probe charging models at conditions of high potential energy 
(high ΨE) between the interacting particle and ion. The LD-based model and Fuchs model both underpredict charged particle 
fraction in helium, warranting further theoretical development for charging in helium.  

5. Likewise, Wiedensohler (1988) regression was also compared against experimental data for bipolar charging (Adachi et al., 1985; 
Gopalakrishnan et al., 2015) along with the LD-based model. It is seen that usage of approximate ion properties and systemic issues 
in collision kernel prediction at high ΨE, lead to underprediction of the bipolar charged particle fraction and total fraction of 
negatively charged particles. Predictions by LD-based model and Wiedensohler’s regression are accurate to predict bipolar 
charging in UHP air but not in carbon dioxide. Further work will be necessary to address this shortcoming of current charging 
models.  

6. In summary, we have developed and validated a complete model for unipolar and bipolar diffusion charging of spherical aerosol 
particles in the absence of external fields. The model presented here may be used to investigate charging of particles (>2 nm) by 
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Table 2b 
Table listing the experimentally measured charge distribution metrics reported by Gopalakrishnan et al. (2015) and corresponding theoretical 
predictions using the regression of Wiedensohler (1988). The % difference between predictions and experiments for each quantity ð�Þ is defined as 
 

1 �
ð �Þeq: 7;eq:8

ð �Þexp

!

. Comparison is carried out for 51.5 nm and 73.2 nm gold particles in UHP Air and CO2.  

UHP Air dp ¼ 51:5 nm  dp ¼ 73:2 nm  

Measured Predicted % diff. Measured Predicted % diff. 

f0  0:54  0:5744  �7:28  0:48  0:4932  �3:70  
f p¼�1

f p¼�2  

17:23  18:1224  �5:17  7:64  8:4564  �10:68  

f p¼þ1

f p¼þ2  

23:12  23:7027  �2:51  9:87  11:1295  �12:81  

f p¼�1

f p¼þ1  

1:15  1:291  �12:48  1:24  1:2791  �3:08  

f p¼�2

f p¼þ2  

1:54  1:6885  �9:89  1:60  1:6834  �5:28  

CO2 dp ¼ 51:5 nm  dp ¼ 73:2 nm  
Measured Predicted % diff. Measured Predicted % diff. 

f0  0:61  0:5744  6:37  0:48  0:4932  �2:77  
f p¼�1

f p¼�2  

13:64  18:1224  �32:84  6:46  8:4564  �30:85  

f p¼þ1

f p¼þ2  

21:11  23:7027  �12:28  9:10  11:1295  �22:31  

f p¼�1

f p¼þ1  

1:64  1:2910  21:11  2:19  1:2791  41:51  

f p¼�2

f p¼þ2  

2:53  1:6885  33:37  2:19  1:6834  23:03   

Fig. 12. Considering the collision between negatively charged 10, 50, 100 nm particles exposed to Nþ
2 ions in N2: A) Variation of the Coulomb 

potential energy ratio and B) the particle-ion diffusive Knudsen number as a function of the particle charge. Panels C, D, E show βi predictions of LD 
model (eq. (8)) and Fuchs model (eq. (11)) for collisions between negatively charged particles carrying p units of charge and a positive ion. 
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molecular ions (that are of equal mass or heavier than the background gas, in gases other than helium and carbon dioxide) across a 
broad range of gas temperature and pressure, ion mass and mobility. The effect of particle shape, material, external electric fields 
and high ion concentrations (beyond the dilute limit) are also important and need to be examined in future modeling investigations. 
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